Primary At-a-Glance
Who are you?
I teach in the state public
school and my students
come from a variety of
backgrounds. We have
limited access to tools
and technology.
I teach at a private
language school. It can
be difﬁcult to keep the
students engaged and
motivated while teaching
them English.
I am in a large private
language school while my
students are pretty motivated, I still like to bring
in music and games to
class so they stay engaged.
I teach at a private school.
My students are really
keen to learn and their
parents are even more
eager to see results!

How many
hours?

1-3

What are you looking for?

Anything else we
should know?

Take a look at…

What makes it special?

You may
also like…

Something that is lots of fun, but
straight forward to teach. Lots of
stories, games and songs. Easy pace,
not too fast, with lots of repetition
and recycling.

I have little time and large
classes. I don’t want
anything too challenging
to manage.

English
Adventure

Teaches English with Disney
characters, ﬁlms, songs and
games. Familiar characters
from Disney help engage and
motivate to learn.

Penguin Kids
Readers

My students are full of energy.
They like to be engaged and
challenged, so something that keeps
them active and captures their
imaginations. Steady pace with lots
of vocabulary and communication.

I sometimes use the interactive whiteboard in class
to teach vocabulary and
play games. My students
also like working on the
computers.

Our
Discovery
Island

A rich, magical world of fabulous characters and exciting
storylines. Students face
challenges, uncover clues and
solve mysteries. Includes an
online game for every level.

• Poptropica English
Readers/App*
• Poptropica English
Vocabulary App*

I need an integrated 4-skills
approach with solid grammar
practice that leads to great
communication. I also have to
incorporate content into my English
classes and use digital technology.

Like all students, mine
want to have fun. But they
also need to learn how to
read and write in English.
They love doing hands-on
projects too.

Backpack

Packed with songs, games
and projects, teaches real
communication and offers a
rich variety of reading genres.

Backpack Content
Readers

I need to teach language and crosscurricular content together with
those all-important 21st century
skills. I want my students to be
critical thinkers and successful in
English outside the classroom.

I really need to show that
my students are making
progress. Yes, it has to be
fun and motivating, but
ongoing assessment is
really important.

Big English

Brings the real world into
the classroom with photos,
culture pages, content
and stories. Very strong
assessment strand and online
interactive workbook.

Penguin Kids
Readers

English is a top priority. I need a
high level of rigor around reading
and writing in particular, together
with a balance of content-area
readings and high-interest stories.

My students are pretty
advanced when it comes
to speaking, but they need
a lot of help with their
academic English.

Cornerstone

Offers explicit and focused
instruction that accelerates
students’ language acquisition.
A wide variety of readings
from all genres.

• Longman Elementary
Dictionary
(Grades 1-3)
• Longman Study
Dictionary
(Grades 4-5)

hours

3-5
hours

5+
hours

5+
hours

I am a native Englishspeaking teacher in a
bilingual school. We follow
the American schools’
curriculum.

www.PearsonELT.com

8+
hours

*Coming soon!

